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We Care  For Nature!

Norman Sellers, founder of 

Wildlife World, celebrating 

25 years in business. 

‘We all must do our bit to help wildlife and the 

environment. My turning point came in my 30’s 

on my farm growing pick your own strawberries 

and cider apples. We realised the chemical we 

used, also killed earthworms, so from that day 

forward we stopped and turned to organics.  

We weren’t the first, but organic farms were rare 

at the time. It totally changed my view on the 

environment, I realised then that action was vital.’
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FROM MARK PITMAN

Hello!

CONTENTS

Where to Find
Everything...

Hi! I’m Mark Pitman... MD of Wildlife World, let 
me tell you a little bit about us:

Back in 1998, our founder - Norman Sellers began 
Wildlife World after he realised he had to make a 
change to help the environment when growing PYO 
strawberries and making cider on his farm. Norman 
recalls ‘I won an award for some recycled barrels made 

into nature products and that’s kind of how this business 

started, developing nesting pockets and habitats, selling 

at country shows – over 25 years ago now. We went 

around the country building the business at these 

county and flower shows, and it got bigger and bigger, 

and we were then asked to supply some trade customers, 

which is how it led to where we are now’.

Since then, we have continued to provide ethical support 
for wildlife, innovate not plagiarise, sustain and improve 
our environmental ethic, and put our customers first by 
providing ultimate customer service.

This is an important year for us and as we enter and 
celebrate our 25th year in business we have looked back 
at some of our key successes:

Wildlife World were the first wildlife company...
• In the UK, to use FSC®-certified timber from well 

managed forests - benefitting nature and the climate;
• To develop woven roosting nest pockets for wild birds 

to ensure winter survival;
• In Europe, to develop the bee management tray 

system, to allow inspection and cleaning without 
destructive intervention;

• To develop a hugely successful brushwood hedgehog 
house, helping hedgehog survival, and a product with 
well over 1000 positive reviews and the award-winning 
unique Simon King brushwood robin nester;

• To develop a unique diamond mesh in our wild bird 
feeders, for a stronger and safer feeder;

• To have it’s own UK workshop for fast prototyping,
sample and bespoke production;

• To produce fully compostable packaging for our wild 
animal food range; and

• To adapt and produce Fair Trade certified nesters, 
planters, bee skeps and solitary bee houses.

…As well as win over 20 product and design awards for 
our innovative products. We are pretty proud of all that. 
Norman is a very modest man, but what he started has 
grown to where we are today.

We are now present in major retail outlets 
throughout the UK, Europe & US!
Our continued commitment to developing ‘fit for 
purpose’ wildlife products is paramount. Exploring new 
innovative and Fairtrade materials, working with wildlife 
experts, having our UK based workshop in the Cotswolds 
and testing all our new products in our rewilding wood 
based in Devon ensures that all of our new products are 
the best quality for the natural wildlife. 

If you’d like to hear more – please do get in touch,  
we’d love to work with you!
Cheers, 

Many of our products are made from natural materials, and whilst we make every reasonable effort to ensure the colour, materials and details are consistent  
and the printing representative in this catalogue there may be some variance in the delivered products.   Additionally, Wildlife World  

operates a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to change product details without notice.
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See  
Page xx 

for more 
details...

New for 2023!
Following the huge 
success of our Fair Trade 
Artisan Bird Nesters 
we bring you these 
beautiful hand crafted 
hanging planters for 
the home as well as 
outside in the garden. 
Also made from Hogla 
grass and recycled saris 
- made in Bangladesh. 
Available in 2 sizes  
and 2 shapes. 

Artisan 
Hanging
Planters

Artisan Bee Nester

Also new to the Fairtrade Artisan Range are these 

stunning Bee Nesters made from recycled saris. 

Not only do they make a colourful statement 

to any garden, they provide a safe habitat for 

solitary garden bees. Every nester unique.

We are thrilled to bring you - NEW 

FOR 2023 – our range of ethical, 

sustainable, interactive and ‘fit for 

purpose’ products for birds, mammals, 

beneficial insects and for the home

Our UK made eco Frogilo is a safe and 

durable summer and winter home 

for frogs, toads and other 

amphibians in your 

garden. This shelter 

will protect from 

predators and 

garden tools, as well 

as being a cosy and 

cooling place to live 

throughout the year.

New Frogilo

See  
Page 9 

for more 
details...

See  
Page 28 

for more 
details...

Barrel  Nester
Based on a 

traditional coopered 

barrel - our new and 

unique Barrel Bird 

Nester is not only an 

attractive addition to 

any garden it’s also 

a perfect habitat for 

small wild birds - 

safe from predators 

with its deep cavity 

and locking lid, built 

from FSC® timber.

See  
Page 14 

for more 
details...

Squirrel
Baffle
Baffle those squirrels 

and prevent them from 

emptying the hanging 

bird feeders in the 

garden with our new 

weatherproof metal 

Squirrel Baffle. Also 

shields the food from 

extreme weather                                

conditions.

See  
Page 27 

for more 
details...

Blackbird 
Nester

See  
Page 31 

for more 
details...

New from Simon King – the 

Blackbird Nester helps provide 

the perfect starting point to 

encourage one of the most 

infamous of our British 

songbirds into the garden. 

Coming Soon. New 

from Dan Rouse – an 

interactive activity for 

all the family! The perfect kit to get 

all the family involved in making 

bird food over and over again to sit 

in the reusable mould, creating no 

waste with our DIY Birdie Bistro.

See  
Page 20 

for more 
details...

See  
Page 38 

for more 
details...
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Solitary BeesSolitary Bees Did you know, over 90% of bee species 
are solitary – that’s over 200 species in 

the UK alone, so the chances are, if you 
spot a bee in the garden, it’s more often 

than not a solitary bee. 

[DEWIH] Dewdrop Bee and Bug Hotel [230 

x 140 x 135 mm]

Provides nesting tubes for solitary bees & shelter 

for other beneficial insects in your garden.The 

Dewdrop Bee & Bug Hotel is made from FSC-

certified timber with a decorative woven bamboo 

finish around the Dewdrop’s sides.

GARDEN HABITATS

[SBH2] Interactive Solitary Bee Hive 

[210 x 180 x 155 mm]

Our hugely popular and cleverly designed 

Solitary Bee Hive is an interactive solitary 

bee habitat constructed in durable 

FSC-certified timber with stacking trays 

which can be opened for inspection and 

cleaning. Always a friend to the gardener, 

attracting solitary bees to the garden 

is not only safe, but beneficial to the 

pollination of flowers, fruit and vegetables.

The hole sizes of this habitat are precisely 

specified to attract non-swarming bees 

like the Red Mason Bee, Leafcutter Bee 

and other solitary bees. These friendly 

bees are industrious and safe around 

children and pets. The bees are naturally 

attracted to holes in wood and the 

Wildlife World solitary beehive provides a 

habitat that has become harder to find in 

modern gardens.

Fascinating and great for education, the 

beehive trays can be carefully separated 

to view the formation of small cells 

where the eggs are laid, or indeed where 

predators have been active. Includes 

cleaning brush.

Interactive 
product with flip 

top roof to enable 
viewing of the 

bee cells

[SBH1] Solitary Bee Hive [180 x 180 x 165 mm]

The original interactive solitary bee habitat constructed in durable 

FSC-certified timber with stacking trays which can be unscrewed to 

clean at the end of each season. Includes cleaning brush.

Interactive Features...
The roof section swivels open 

to reveal a Perspex covered 

tray, allowing frequent easy 

monitoring of bee nesting activity 

and larvae development.

[ARTBEE]  Artisan Bee Hotel [130 x 140 x 200 mm]

These Bee Hotels are handcrafted in Bali, Indonesia from 

sustainably sourced timber using traditional painting 

techniques to produce a truly unique garden feature or gift. 

[ARTIH] Bee Nesters [200 x 100 x 100 mm]

A stunning new addition to our Fairtrade  

Artisan range - these Bee Nesters are made 

from recycled saris in Bangladesh helping 

families out of poverty. Every one of these 

Artisan Bee Nesters is unique.

[BEE BARN] Bee Barn [212 x 170 x 105 mm]

Part of our charming Barn Range, our pretty Bee Barn provides a safe 

home for all types of friendly solitary bees in your garden. Produced from 

sustainably managed, FSC-certified wood, with a recycled second-life 

plastic frontage.
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More BeesMore Bees
Solitary bees can look like tiny flies, and 

others are as big and fluffy as bumblebees. 
These non-aggressive, gentle bees don’t 
sting and are some of our most effective 

pollinators, which is why we love attracting 
them into our gardensHABITATS & ACCESSORIES

[EBN] 
Eco Bee Nester 

[160 x 90 x 90 mm]

You can help the 

survival of our 

Solitary Bees by 

simply hanging 

this Eco Bee 

Nester, made from 

 environmentally 

friendly materials, in 

your garden. Then 

sit back and watch 

the fascinating life 

cycle of your new  

pollinating team.

[SKEP1] Decorative Bee Skep [320 x 420 x 420 mm]

A traditional style skep for bees. This handmade skep is tightly 

woven, and the decorative design adds to water resistance and 

provides valuable insulation.

[CBN3] Ceramic Bumble Bee, Bird or Mini Mammal 

Nester [190 x 210 x 180 mm]

Designed to emulate straw skeps from many centuries ago when 

bees were kept in baskets. Made of hi-fired glazed ceramic. 

[BTPL] Bee Tubes - Plexiglass  
Pack of 20 clear plexiglass bee 

nesting tubes. This pack of 20 long-

lasting 8mm x 150mm plexiglass 

tubes are perfect for DIY insect 

houses and are designed to attract 

non-swarming pollinating bees like 

leafcutter and red mason bees.

[BTW1/BTW2] Bee and Insect 

Tubes - Wooden  
Clean drilled Bee Nesting canes. In 

packs of 50 (BTW1) or 1000 (BTW2). 

These specially drilled wooden Bee 

Nesting tubes are ideal for mason bees 

and leafcutter bees. As well as other 

overwintering insects.

[BTU8] Eco Bee Nesting Tubes -  

Recycled Cardboard

Pack of 30 cardboard bee nesting tubes. 

Experience the fascinating world of bees 

with these cardboard solitary bee nesting 

tubes. Solitary bees are a delight to watch 

going about their vital work of pollinating 

in your garden. 

Pack of 30 cardboard bee nesting tubes. 

Experience the fascinating world of bees 

with these cardboard solitary bee nesting 

tubes. Solitary bees are a delight to watch 

going about their vital work of pollinating 

in your garden. 

[BBWW]  

Nesting Wool  
This Bumblebee 

nesting material 

(Cellulose Wool 

made from waste 

newspaper) is 

designed to offer 

bumblebees a 

start to making 

a nest in our 

bumblebee 

nesters.

[HAY]  
Organic  

Nesting Hay

Fine chopped 

organic nesting 

hay. This 

Bumblebee 

nesting material is 

designed to offer 

bumblebees a start 

to making a nest 

in Wildlife World 

bumblebee nesters.

Organic
[BTU6] 
6mm 
White Bee 
Tubes - 
Cardboard

[BAR]  Bee Barrel [130 x 130x 180 mm]

Our Bee Barrel connects you to the natural world. Hang the bee barrel in your garden & watch as the canes get filled up with 

‘baby bees’ during the Summer months, then wait …. until next Spring to see the new adult bees emerge.

We also  
produce this

complimentary 
Barrel Nester
Product-Pg 14
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It is common knowledge that we must care 
for bees, however with over 80% decline 

in our UK butterfly species alone, we must 
also do everything possible to help these 

beneficial insects survive by providing safe 
habitats and essential food.&Ladybirds

Butterflies
&Ladybirds

Butterflies
HABITATS & FOOD

[LBT] Ladybird/Insect Tower [300 x 140 x 110 mm]

Our ladybird towers for ladybirds and other beneficial insects are made from natural air dried FSC-certified timber logs, and the 

appearance may vary. Each tower is cleverly constructed to provide a hollow central chamber filled with straw to provide insulation 

and security for beneficial insects. Access to the central chamber is provided by paths drilled through the sides of the log. The apex 

roof protects the central chamber. The slow-seasoned, naturally durable timbers require no chemical preservatives that might deter 

occupation of your ladybird tower.

[LBT4] ‘Live’ Ladybird Lodge [260 x 120 x 150 mm]

The ladybird lodge is made from environmentally 

sustainable FSC-certified timber. The lower chamber 

features cosy bamboo tubes for overwintering ladybirds, 

lacewings and invertebrates. Additionally, the wooden 

front ledge features drilled holes for nesting solitary bees, 

who are another great friend of the gardener doing lots 

of pollination of plants and flowers.

[BTFBARN] Butterfly Barn [205 x 170 x 105 mm]

Feed & provide shelter for butterflies in your garden with our cute Butterfly Barn. The Butterfly Barn provides a safe home for all 

types of butterflies, moths and lacewings. Designed not only for butterflies but also many other species of pollinating insects. 

The slatted centre provides resting and sheltering spots. The Barn’s recycled plastic door swivels, allowing access to the nesting 

compartment to clean and carefully observe species during cooler weather. Produced from sustainably managed, FSC-certified 

wood, with a recycled second-life plastic front. 

[Seeds-AP5]  
Native Wildflower seeds for 
butterflies  
Safe for pollinators grown 
without the use of bee & butterfly 
killing neonicotinoids.

{BUFD]Butterfly Food
Formulated with a blend 
of sugars and essential 
vitamins. Suitable for wild 
butterflies, moths and 
captive-bred butterflies. 

[LFA] 

Ladybird Attractant
Formulated to attract 
ladybirds which are natural 
predators of aphids.

[AP1] Attractor Pack 
for Pollinating Bees 
Pack contains a specially 
selected wildflower seeds 
to attract pollinating bees.
- includes Species Guide

[AP2] Attractor Pack 
for Bumble Bees 
Pack contains a specially 
selected wildflower seeds 
to attract bumble bees.
- includes Species Guide

[AP5] Attractor Pack 
for Butterflies 
Pack contains a specially 
selected wildflower seeds 
to attract butterflies.
- includes Species Guide

[AP6] Wildflower 
Corner Native Seed Mix 
This pack contains an easy-
to-grow mix of UK native 
wildflower seeds, ideal for 
your wildlife garden.

[Seeds-AP1]  
Native Wildflower seeds for 
pollinating bees  
Safe for pollinators grown 
without the use of bee & 
butterfly killing neonicotinoids.

[Seeds-AP3]  
Native Wildflower seeds 
for bumble bees  
Safe for pollinators grown 
without the use of bee & 
butterfly killing neonicotinoids.
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Hedgerows and trees are disappearing from 
the natural world and especially gardens, 
so now more than ever, it is important to 
provide safe habitats for our much loved 

yet dwindling garden wild bird species 
such as blue tits, great tits and sparrows. BIRD HOUSES

Wild BirdsWild Birds

[CHM] Ceramic House 

Martin Bowl  
[125 x 202 x 125 mm]

Housemartin nesting 
bowl in unglazed ceramic 
with FSC-certified timber 
mounting board. Finished 
in a putty grey colour.

[CSW] Ceramic  

Swallow Bowl 
[125 x 202 x 125 mm]

Swallow nesting bowl in 
unglazed ceramic with FSC-
certified timber mounting 
board. Finished in a putty  
grey colour.

[AP3]  
Attractor Pack for garden birds 
Safe for pollinators grown 
without the use of bee & butterfly 
killing neonicotinoids.
- inc Bird Species guide 

[Seeds-AP3]  
Native Wildflower seeds for 
garden birds 
Safe for pollinators grown 
without the use of bee & 
butterfly killing neonicotinoids.

[WPB] Woodpecker Nest Box 
[540 x 160 x 285 mm]

Handmade in solid FSC-certified cedar, 
with a silver birch entrance hole for a 
naturalistic appearance.

 

[TCB] Tree Creeper Nest Box 
[440 x 145 x 150 mm]

A functional nesting box. The design 
features side entrances to emulate the 
voids of tree bark.

[BLN] Blackbird Nest Box 
[230 x 280 x 230 mm]

Handmade in the UK. Designed in the 
form of a deep open ledge with an apex 
roof for shelter. 

[BOB3] Barn Owl 
Nest Box 
[670 x 570 x 490 mm]

Our Barn Owl Box 
developed jointly 
with experienced owl 
conservationists. It 
provides a safe and 
suitable nest site for 
breeding barn owls. 
This model has a 
straight-sided design 
that uses lightweight 
yet durable materials. 
Makes it easier to 
install than heavier 
alternatives.

2nd Life
Plastics

[TOB] Tawny Own 
Nest Box 
[770 x 220 x 400 mm]

The box is handmade 
in our Gloucestershire 
workshop and is an 
effective way of offering 
a nesting cavity to 
tawny owls. Particularly 
in places where there 
may not be natural 
hollows – such as in 
large gardens with 
healthy trees, secondary 
woodland and 
coniferous plantations.

[KB] Kestrel Nest Box  
[330 x 290 x 600 mm]

Designed to provide a 
safe place for kestrels 
to breed and raise their 
young. The kestrel has 
recently been in decline.

[LOB] Little Owl 
Nest Box  
[465 x 535 x 390 mm]

A high-quality 
handmade nesting box 
giving little owls a dark 
and safe and purpose-
built nesting space. The 
high access ensures 
any young fledgelings 
in the box are 
contained for as long as 
possible. The reduction 
in the entrance hole 
prevents larger owls 
from gaining access to 
the box.

UK wood

{CSVSPN}  
Conservation 
Sparrow Nest Box
A communal nest box 
for sparrows featuring a 
hinged front access door 
and 32mm stainless steel 
hole protectors.

[BARNB] 
Barrel Nester 

[230 x 185 x 185 mm]

Our UK-designed Barrel 
Bird Nester is perfect 
for a variety of small 
wild birds to nest and 
roost in your garden. 
Safe from predators 
with its deep cavity and 
secured lid, built from 
FSC® Timber from 
well-managed forests. 
With its unique and 
traditional design, the 
Barrel Bird Nester is an 
attractive addition to 
any garden.

[ARTNB]  

Artisan Nest Box 
[220 x 180 x 280 mm]

Provides a safe and 
secure habitat for 
small birds to roost 
and nest from autumn 
through the winter 
to spring when they 
will look to have their 
young. These nest 
boxes are handcrafted 
and handpainted 
from sustainably 
sourced timber using 
traditional painting 
techniques.

[NENBG] New  

England Nest Box 
[245 x 215 x 175 mm]

Reminiscent of New 
England beach huts, 
each house features 
real shingle roofs and 
lapboard sides and a 
silvered hole protector.
Perfect for small bird 
species such as blue 
tits, coal tits, marsh 
tits etc. and delightful 
addition to your 
garden. Additional 
feature is side opening 
for cleaning.

[DOVENB]  

Dovecote Nestbox 
[470 x 260 x 160mm]

This is our latest 
decorative bird nest 
box for small birds 
in the style of a 
traditional dovecote.
The roof has 
handmade timber 
shingles topped with 
a white finial. Black 
steel hopes around 
the flat-backed nest 
box offer structural 
stability a water-based 
white paint finish.

UK wood

UK wood
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Wildlife World was the first wildlife  
company to develop woven roosting nest 

pockets for birds to aid winter survival 
and have since seen global success 

which has been copied by many.
ROOSTING NEST POCKETS

Wild BirdsWild Birds
Our beautiful award winning 

Artisan nesters are handwoven 

and handstitched onto a metal 

frame providing small garden 

birds with essential protection 

against the weather in Winter 

and nesting in Spring. May be 

hung or secured into bushes 

or shrubs with the integrated 

fixing wire. These are Fair Trade 

products, great for the birds and 

for the women in Bangladesh 

who make these from Hogla 

grass and recycled saris.

[AN3] 
Artisan Wild Bird  

Nester [275 x 115 x 140 mm]

The Tahera is the elegant 

elongated ‘teardrop’ model of 

our Artisan range. Teardrop  

in shape offers a smaller  

cavity perfect for species of 

small garden bird who  

roost alone. 

[AN1]  
Artisan Wild Bird 

Nester [155 x 145 x 185 mm]

The Anita is the largest, 

‘Spherical’ model of our 

Artisan Wild Bird Nester 

range. It offers a larger cavity 

perfect for species of small 

garden birds who roost 

together.

[AN2]  

Artisan Wild Bird Nester 
[210 x 115 x 130 mm]

The Shesali is the medium-

sized ‘Oval’ model of our 

Artisan Wild Bird Nester range. 

Offers a medium-sized cavity 

perfect for small garden bird 

species which roost alone or 

in a pair. 

[RNP1]  
Oval Roosting Pocket 
[180 x 100 x 125 mm - varies]

A nest pocket made from naturally 
durable materials with built in 
wire hanger.

[RNP8] Giant Roost Pocket - Open Nester   
[250 x 160 x 170 mm]

Perfect for roosting or nesting for small garden birds who 

prefer an open-fronted nest site – such as robins or wagtails. 

Cosy roosting spaces, out of the prevailing wind, can be a 

lifesaver for small birds during harsh weather conditions. 

[RNP7] Giant Roost Pocket - Small Bird Nester  
[235 x 160 x 170 mm]

Our giant roost nest pocket, perfect for roosting or nesting for 

small garden birds. Cosy roosting spaces out of the prevailing 

wind can be a lifesaver for small birds during harsh weather 

conditions. 

[SPF1SWR]  
British Nesting Wool

Pack of British wool used by wild 
birds as supplementary nesting 
material.

[RNP2]  

Tall Roosting Nest pocket  
[275 x 115 x 100 mm - varies]

A tall nest pocket made from 
naturally durable materials with 
built in wire hanger.
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BIRD FEEDERS

Wild BirdsWild Birds
The decline in natural habitats means that  

gardens are more important than ever for birds. 
To attract wild birds, a garden needs to be 

attractive to them all year round. A bird-friendly 
garden not only offers food but water, shelter, 

nesting sites and protection from predators.

[ARTHBT] Artisan Hanging Bird Table [235 x 220 x 270 mm]

Provides an excellent opportunity to feed a variety of wild bird foods from seed mixes and kibbled peanuts to suet snacks and 

safe food scraps. This bird table is handcrafted from sustainably sourced timber using traditional painting techniques to produce a 

truly unique garden feature. 

[ECOBC] 
Eco Beacon Bird 

Feeder 
[200 x 200 x 200 mm]

This lantern style bird 
feeder is already on 
its second life - it has 
been recycled and can 
be recycled again! As 
a result, this product is 
kind to the planet! 
Designed and 
manufactured in the 
UK, reducing the 
environmental impact 
of the product with 
an improved life-cycle 
assessment. Easy to take 
apart to clean, this is a 
truly eco-friendly bird 
feeder. 

Recycled
second life

Plastic!

[LBEBT] 
Large Bempton Bird Table

[400 x 270 x 270 mm]

The Wildlife World Large Bempton 

Bird Table is a wall-mounted bird 

table designed to attract a wide 

range of small to medium bird 

species. An initial Verdigris coating 

is applied to the real copper roof 

to give it an instant aged effect. 

Further natural patination of the 

copper will then follow in time. The 

large Bempton Bird Table is sealed 

with a water-based sealant and 

painted in soft green. 

[BEBT] Bempton Hanging Bird Table  

[300 x 200 x 200 mm]

Our best selling Hanging Bempton is simply one of the 

most attractive and practical bird tables around. As with 

all our products, it is handmade from FSC-certified timber 

from sustainably managed forests. It features decorative 

woodwork in a painted green finish, with a real Verdigris 

copper roof and a natural rope for hanging.

[SWSF4] Timeless Lutyens Swing Seat 

Feeder [165 x 245 x 140 mm]

Made from FSC-certified timber and 

features a removable and washable 

hygienic feed tray suitable for various 

feed types. It is perfect for feeding 

small bird species such as robins, great 

tits, blue tits who are small and agile 

and can land lightly on the seat, arms 

or backrest.

[SWSF] Swing Seat Feeder  
[170 x 240 x 165 mm]

The Swing Seat Feeder is perfect for 
feeding small birds. The feeders small 
scale and the swinging nature make 
it awkward for larger birds to use. 
You can also pop out the feed tray 
to enable old birdseed to be easily 
cleaned away to maintain good  
bird hygiene. 

[VGBAGP] Bagpath Hanging Bird 

feeder [90 x 270 x 270 mm]

The feeder hangs from three chains 

and has a solid perch around the entire 

feeding dish to provide ample room 

as a landing spot for several birds. The 

feeding bowl will hold 2-3 days of food 

to ensure the supply is always fresh. The 

drainage holes will make sure the food 

doesn’t sit in water and go off.

{SCR2} Dual Purpose Scraper Tool

This stainless steel scraper tool is 

designed for both cleaning bird  

tables and lifting beehive frames.

The Artisan 
range has been 

intricately hand 
painted!
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All living things need to eat to survive, so food  
sources are a critical component of wildlife habitat. The 
changing landscape and development of more modern 
gardens means that natural food sources can be more 

limited. It is essential to supplement these dwindling food 
sources and help wildlife survive, especially during nesting 

periods and the winter months.BIRD FEEDERS

Wild BirdsWild Birds

[FWR-B] African Daisy Bird 

Drinker [160 x 700 x 160 mm]

The eyecatching African Daisy Ceramic 

Bird Drinker is in the shape of, good 

guess, a daisy! The attractive glazed 

ceramic flower design looks good in 

any garden. The African Daisy bird 

drinker is easy to assemble with the 

threaded steel stem in three sections 

and the ceramic bowl sitting on top. 

[FWR-R] Wild Poppy Red Bird 

Feeder [160 x 700 x 160 mm]

The colourful Wild Poppy Ceramic Bird 

Feeder is in the shape of, you guessed 

it, a poppy! The attractive glazed ceramic 

flower design makes a delightful 

addition to any garden. The Wild Poppy 

bird feeder is easy to assemble with the 

threaded steel stem in three sections and 

the ceramic bowl sitting on top.

[FWR-Y] Sunflower Bird Feeder  
[160 x 700 x 160 mm]

The pretty yellow Sunflower Ceramic Bird 

Feeder is in the shape of, thats correct, a 

sunflower! The attractive glazed ceramic 

flower design makes a delightful 

addition to any garden. The Sunflower 

bird feeder is easy to assemble as 

its created in three sections with the 

ceramic bowl sitting on top. 

[F3S] Seed Bird Feeder

[285 x 170 x 170 mm]

All metal, super strong seed feeder for bird seed. 

Designed for maximum ease of use and practicality.

[F3SG] Giant Seed Bird Feeder

[400 x 170 x 170 mm]

All metal, super strong seed feeder for bird seed. 

Large capacity, means less frequent filling.

NoNo  
PlasticPlastic
SeedSeedFeedersFeeders

[CERROB] Ceramic Robin Feeder  
[140 x 180 x 92 mm]

Novelty small bird feeder to bring colour and 

happiness to any garden. Ideal for using seed 

mixes and suet pellets. Made in hi-fired colourful 

red and yellow ceramic for frost resistance. 

[DEWWFv2] Dewdrop Window Feeder 
[230 x 135 x 145 mm]

This clever feeder is designed to stick to your 

window pane using the attached rubber 

suckers. Made of clear Perspex for unobstructed 

views of birds. Alternatively it can be hung!

[DR-DIYY, DR-DIYB, DR-DIYR] Dan Rouse DIY Birdie Bistro Yellow/Blue/Red 

New from Dan Rouse - the passionate ornithologist, is our new DIY Birdie Bistro, which is literally hot off the production line. 

Each kit contains a wooden holder (one of the 3 colours shown), a bird food recipe and a recycled plastic reusable mould for the 

customer to make their own-no mess bird food. A great interactive activity for the family. Available to pre-order early.

Protect  
your Bird Food 
with our NEW 
Squirrel Ba�e 

- see Pg27

See  
Page 34  
for Bird 

Food
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As they say – water is life. A watering 
pool is essential for the survival and 

prevention of dehydration for all garden 
wildlife visitors – garden birds, bees, 

beneficial insects and small mammals. 
Also suitable for bathing.BIRD BATHS & DRINKERS

Wild BirdsWild Birds

Bird 
Bath 
Size 
Guide

[OASIS2] 
Aristotle Oasis Bird 
Bath and Drinker

[55 x 300 x 300 mm]

We’ve improved our 

Oasis Bird Bath. Be 

kind and give the 

gift of water to your 

garden wildlife. Our 

new Aristotle Oasis is 

firstly a small birdbath 

and, secondly, an 

essential watering pool 

for wildlife. Made from 

a new sustainable 

material called Clayplas 

which comes with a 

frost-proof guarantee.

[LIFEBB] Water is Life Bird Bath and Drinker 

[120 x 400 x 400 mm]

This birdbath is designed with a innovative step and slope 
design providing safe drinking for birds, bees and other 
pollinators and insects who like to sip from the shallow 
edges of pools. The ramps ensure that any creature that 
enters the water can get out with ease. Made from Polyboo 
which is 100% recycled material.

[SHBB2] Shenstone Theatre Bird bath and Drinker 

[120 x 445 x 445 mm]

The perfect garden feature for birds, bees and other wildlife. 
The theatre step design provides safe drinking for birds 
and other pollinators and insects who like to sip from the 
shallow edges of pools. It is embossed around the birdbath 
rim with the opening lines from the well-known verse from 
the W H Davies poem ‘Leisure’.

Made from  
100% Recycled 

Plastic and  
Bamboo Fibres

[VGCHER] Cherington Bird Bath [800 x 440 x 250 mm] 

The stunning Cherington Bird Bath is designed to be a 

timeless sculptural feature in your garden or outdoor space. 

This all-metal product has a bronzed antique appearance. 

An ornamental birdbath to enhance your flowerbed, planter, 

or lawn area. The shallow sloping dish makes this birdbath 

accessible for many bird species and many beneficial 

insects. The leaves and stems of the bath are elegant and 

make for excellent perches and landing spots

[WIBB] Wild Island Bird Bath [100 x 400 x 400 mm]

This beautiful bird bath is handmade in Turkey by highly 

skilled Potter’s. The bath is dried and fired in kilns at 

high temperatures to ensure each birdbath is frost-

resistant. Birds can safely drink and bathe while also 

allowing bees and other beneficial insects to drink from 

the shallow areas. The central island offers a fantastic 

location for birds to land to drink without wading into 

the water.

[EBB} Echoes Bird bath with 3 Glazed Feet

[55 x 340 x 340 mm]

Made from frost-resistant glazed terracotta, the Echoes Bird 

Bath features an attractive ripple step that provides extra 

footing for birds.  Around the rim is imprinted a quote by  

the poet William Blake ’To see a world in a grain of sand and 

heaven in a wild flower, hold infinity in the palm of your hand 

and eternity in an hour’.

[CONBB2] Coniston Bird bath (Twist Fit Stem)
[205 x 500 x 500 mm]

Our classic Echoes Bird bath is a practical and attractive 

bathing solution for most types of small to medium birds. The 

bath has an aged stone appearance and is made from light 

weight recycled plastic and clay. Extremely durable. Our latest 

version contains a New ‘twist’ stem - that is not compatible  

with the tall stem. 10 year material guarantee.

Aristotle
Oasis

300mm

Echoes 
Bird Bath
356mm

Shenstone 
Bird Bath
445mm

Coniston 
Bird Bath
500mm

Water is 
Life Bird 

Bath
400mm

Wild Island 
Bird Bath
400mm

Cherington
Bird Bath
250mm
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[HH7] Hogilo Hedgehog Home [230 x 520 x 385 mm]

The Recycled Plastic Hogilo is designed to offer hedgehogs 

a safe and long-lasting refuge and has become the British 

Hedgehog Preservation Society’s choice on their online 

shop for people looking to rehabilitate hogs. The swivel lid 

provides easy access inside the Hogilo for cleaning, feeding 

or tending recovering hedgehogs

One of the most iconic mammals in the UK is the  
hedgehog. These small, nocturnal creatures are known 

 for their distinctive spines, which provide them with 
protection against predators. Hedgehogs are found in a 

variety of habitats, including gardens, parks, and hedgerows, 
and they feed on a variety of insects, slugs, and snails.

HedgehogsHedgehogs
MAMMAL PRODUCTS

[HH10] 
Igloo Hedgehog 
Home

[175 x 400 x 500 mm]

This igloo home 

offers hedgehogs 

and other mammals 

a safe and spacious 

retreat.  Features an 

entrance tunnel to deter 

predators, a robust steel 

frame and waterproofed 

material to help give 

some protection 

from the worst wet 

conditions. Covered with 

brushwood for a natural 

looking finish.  May 

be covered with extra 

leaves in winter and 

secured to the ground 

with tent pegs. 

[HH13] Hedgehog Barn [245 x 370 x 415 mm]

A stylishly-designed wooden hedgehog house  

made from naturally durable FSC-certified timber.  

The unique design has an innovative extending porch 

which helps prevent access by predators and makes it 

easier to clean and store. For inspection and cleaning 

there is opening hatch at the rear of the house.

[HHWB] Hedgehog Water Bowl 
[42 x 110 x 120 mm]

Convenient, hygienic way to offer water 

for hedgehogs. Finished in an attractive 

green glaze with an integral drainage 

hole. Made from frost-resistant ceramic. 

[HC1] Hedgehog Crossing 
[315 x 285 x 6 mm]

Designed to strengthen your garden fence 

after cutting a hole. Gives hedgehogs 

access to neighbouring gardens or wildlife 

areas. Made from second-life plastic.

[HHSB] Hedgehog Snack Bowl 
[42 x 110 x 120 mm]

Convenient, hygienic way to offer food 

for hedgehogs. Finished in an attractive 

green glaze with a drainage hole. Made 

from hi-fired frost-resistant ceramic. 

[HH11] Hedgehog Haus [175 x 400 x 500 mm]

Our Hog Feeding Station provides a stylish habitat for wild 

Hedgehogs. It provides shelter and sanctuary from dangers in 

the garden. Underneath the textured brushwood finish, there is 

a sturdy steel frame covered with a waterproof felt lining. The 

wooden entrance door forms a short predator defence tunnel.

[HH11PUT] Timeless Hedgehog Haus [175 x 400 x 500 mm]

The contemporary designed house provides shelter and 

sanctuary from dangers in the garden. Underneath the 

textured brushwood finish, there is a sturdy steel frame 

covered with a waterproof felt lining. The wooden entrance 

door forms a short predator defence tunnel.

See  
Page 35 

for Hedgehog 
Food

Be a Part Of  
Saving Our  

Beloved Garden 
Friends!
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A common sight in the UK, with  
two species present: the native red 

squirrel and the introduced grey squirrel. 
Beloved by many for their playful 

behaviour and acrobatic feats, they also 
play an important ecological role in 

seed dispersal and forest regeneration.

UK bats have suffered sharp population 
declines. Many species are insect feeding, 

so the use of pesticides and loss of habitat 
supporting invertebrates on which they feed 
is a possible cause. Bats need safe roosting 
and hibernation sites which are at risk from 

new housing development work.

Bats
MAMMAL PRODUCTSMAMMAL PRODUCTS

Bats SquirrelsSquirrels

[OBB] Original Bat Box 
[320 x 158 x 160 mm]

This bat box offers two chambers and a 

valuable high capacity roost for a variety 

of species. It will fit into any garden, 

woodland, or house wall site. Made from 

FSC-certified timber.

[CSVBB] Conservation Bat Box 
[444 x 250 x 145 mm]

This Bat Box has twin vertical chambers 

with the angled cut-away front showing 

ladder style grooves. Designed for multi-

species, allows for inspection by licensed 

bat workers via the hinged roof.

[VBB] Vincent Bat Box  
[720 x 180 x 235 mm]

Introducing our new bat box based on 

a design by the Vincent Wildlife Trust 

featuring 3 vertical chambers with 

varying size options for different species 

& temperature zones. Made to order.

[CVBB] Chavenage  

Bat Box 
[175 x 200 x 195 mm]

The Chavenage Bat Box is 

a single chamber quality 

nesting box for bats. These 

protected mammals have lost 

many roosts in recent years. 

So, this natural timber Bat 

Box will provide a roost for 

various species, such as the 

Pipistrelle, Noctule, Leisler’s, 

Natterer’s, Daubenton’s and 

Brown Long-eared bats. 

The Bat Box will fit into 

any garden, woodland, or 

house wall site. Made from 

untreated solid, high quality, 

durable FSC certified timber 

which provides longevity and 

excellent insulation. 

[SEEDS_AP4]  
Native Wild-
flower Seeds 
for Bats
Special mix of 

wildflower seeds 

for night-scented 

plants attracted 

to the flowers and 

food for bats. No 

neonicotinoids.

[AP4] Attractor 

Pack for Bats
Special mix of 

wildflower seeds 

for night-scented 

plants attracted 

to the flowers and 

food for bats - inc 

Species Guide 

[RSB] Red Squirrel Nest Box [545 x 245 x 290 mm]

The Red Squirrel Nest box is a handmade wooden nesting box  

for red squirrels, which grey squirrels may also use. In the UK, red 

squirrels have declined massively due to the loss of coniferous 

woodland habitats and the introduction of the American grey 

squirrel, which out-competes the red squirrel for food.

[SF] Squirrel Feeder [230 x 130 x 215 mm]

Our heavy-duty squirrel feeder is designed to stand up to the 

demands of squirrel feeding. This strong peanut hopper with a 

lifting lid is a fun way to feed wild squirrels in your garden or 

woodland area. The squirrels will quickly learn to lift the lid to 

access the peanuts visible behind the perspex screen. 

[BFL2] 
Feeder Defender/
Baffle

[70 x 400 x 400 mm]

Baffle those cheeky 

acrobatic squirrels with 

our NEW attractive 

hanging Squirrel Baffle! 

Designed to deter 

squirrels, no matter how 

agile, from eating the 

bird food in hanging 

bird feeders. Our powder 

coated metal baffle 

hangs over a bird  

feeder from a tree or 

feeding station. Will also 

give some cover to the 

bird food in the feeder 

during extreme weather 

conditions. 

See  
Page 35  

for Squirrel 
Food
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Our ‘For the love of…’  
gift boxes are a brilliant 

addition to your range  
– especially if you have an 

online presence. A beautifully 
packaged gift with the 

essentials they need.

Although frogs are commonplace, 
many of the UK’s other reptile and 
amphibian species such as Great 

Crested Newts and Natterjack toads 
have suffered declines. This is mainly 
due to massive losses of ponds which 

were vital for the survival of amphibians.

Frogs & 
Toads

Gift Boxes
WILDLIFE GIFTING RANGE

AMPHIBIAN  
PRODUCTS

Frogs & 
Toads

Gift Boxes

[FROG] 

Frogilo Frog and Toad Home 
[175 x 200 x 195 mm]

Our eco UK made Frogilo, now with inspection lid, 

is our stylish Summer and Winter home for frogs 

and toads. This recycled and safe shelter  

will protect all amphibians from predators  

and garden tools. Made from N-PLAS, a 100%  

recyclable material.

[FROGLOG] Frog Log 
Brand new coming soon! Also hot off the  

production line is our new Log for a Frog!  

Made from durable recycled plastic in the style 

of a realistic wooden log, our Frog Log not only 

is a great natural looking feature and addition 

to a pond, but provides shelter and protection 

for all visiting amphibians to the garden.  

Pre order now.

Coming
Soon!

[GP022]  
For the love of Birds Gift Pack 
[featuring Bird Barn]

This Gift Pack contains our charming 
‘Bird Barn’. It can be hung from almost 
anything and is easy to refill once dinner 
has disappeared! Also includes natural 
nesting wool in a plastic-free hessian 
sack. Thirdly, a pack of ‘No Mess’ wild bird 
food packaged in a resealable pouch. 
Plus, our latest conservation guide on 
Garden Birds.

[GP018]  
For the love of Butterflies  
Gift Pack 
[featuring Butterfly Barn]

This Gift Pack contains our charming 
‘Butterfly Barn’ produced from sustainably 
managed wood, with a recycled second-
life plastic frontage. The bundle also 
contains our specially formulated Butterfly 
food and a pack of seeds to grow nectar-
rich wildflowers that attract butterflies. 
Plus conservation guide on Butterflies.

[GP021]  
For the love of the Environment 
Gift Pack 
[featuring Nesters and Food]

This Gift Pack contains our handmade 
stunning ‘Fair Trade’ Artisan Bird Nester. 
Handmade to the highest quality using 
natural seagrass and recycled saris. 
Nesting wool in a plastic-free hessian 
sack is included the bundle also contains 
a pack of ‘No Mess’ wild bird food. Plus 
informative guide on Garden Birds.

[GP017]  
For the love of Bees Gift Pack 
[featuring Bee Barn]

This Gift Pack contains our charming 
‘Bee Barn’ produced from sustainably 
managed, FSC-certified wood, with a 
recycled second-life plastic frontage. The 
bundle also contains natural nesting hay. 
Also has a pack of seeds to grow nectar-
rich wildflowers that attract and feed bees. 
Plus, our latest conservation guide on 
Garden Birds.

[GP009]  
For the love of Gardens Gift Pack 
[featuring Robin Teapot Nester]

This Gift Bundle contains our Robin Teapot 
Nester. Made from frost resistant hi fired 
ceramic with green glaze and drainage 
holes located in the base. The bundle also 
contains a 250g pack of wild bird food 
from Cotswold Granaries, which comes in 
fully home compostable packaging. Also 
included one of our colourful daisy flower-
shaped garden bird feeders. Plus, our latest 
conservation guide on Garden Birds.

[GP019] 
For the love of Hedgehogs Gift Pack 
[featuring Food & Snack Bowls]

This Gift Bundle contains stylish and durable 
ceramic hedgehog water and snack bowls. 
Our Hedgehog Snack and Water Bowls 
are convenient and hygienic to offer food 
and water to hedgehogs. The bundle also 
contains a 1kg pack Hedgehog food from 
Cotswold Granaries, which comes in fully 
home compostable packaging. Finally, our 
latest conservation guide on Hedgehogs 
finishes off the bundle.

NPLAS is 100% recyclable. 

 Components:  
60% polypropylene,  

40% natural elements  

and recycled second-  

life material.
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Wildlife World has worked in partnership with  
Simon King OBE for several years now. Simon is an 
award-winning wildlife cameraman with a lifetime 

knowledge of wildlife watching in the UK and overseas. 
In our collaboration with Simon, we bring his ideas to 
fruition through our design and manufacturing team. 

Simon KingSimon King
WILDLIFE PRODUCT RANGE

[SKMED] Medusa Feeder Defender  [266 x 266 x 680 mm]

The Medusa Feeder defender is a Bird Feeder Protector that is perfect for small birds but discourages larger birds (Jackdaws / Rooks / 

Pigeons / Magpies etc). Some bird species, such as these larger birds can clear out a seed feeder in a single morning, leaving nothing 

for the smaller bird species that visit your garden. It has been designed to work with a wide variety of hanging feeders. 

[SKYYN] Curve, Cavity Nest Box  
[255 x 190 x 155 mm]

Fabulous unique nest box design by Simon King OBE. Look at 

the curvy entrance hole, like a natural tree hollow! Perfect for 

a variety of small birds.

[SKBOWL] Simon King Blackbird Nester 
(200 x 155 x 160 mm)

Encourage this beautiful songbird into your garden with this 

NEW blackbird nester. The design of the nester is based on 

years of field observations by Simon.

[SKROBRNP] Brushwood Robin Nester [145 x 270 x 130 mm]

This Nester is an original design by Simon, who has used his knowledge of birds and 

robins in particular to create a habitat that is tailored to the nesting habits of the species. 

The brushwood finish allows the nester to be hidden easily amongst foliage, or as a focal 

point in a garden. An ideal roosting space for small birds.

WINNER

PET & WILDLIFE

WINNER

[SKBATRACK] The Bat Rack 
[290 x 290 x 30 mm]

The Bat Rack is a simple yet very effective solution, 

offering free-hanging bat species a convenient roosting 

point. The construction of the bat rack consists of 

rough sawn FSC-certified timber, with untreated timber 

batons spaced to allow bats of the same species to 

rest comfortably. The Bat Rack has been tested by TV 

naturalist Simon King and the results are stunning. 

Bats love it, as they can hang as close to, or as far 

apart, from each other as they choose. The Bat Rack 

comes with pre-drilled countersunk holes, making 

attaching the Bat Rack to any roof space a speedy and 

straightforward task. Site the Bat Rack in any roof space 

where bats have uninterrupted access. 
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Our supersized insect hotels are the towering 
havens for our tiny friends, offering an 

extraordinary sanctuary for beneficial insects. 
With multiple levels, compartments, and varied 

materials, these insect hotels can accommodate 
hundreds, if not thousands, of residents.

Bug Hotels
Supersize
EDUCATIONAL RANGE GIANT HOMES FOR BUGS

Bug Hotels
Supersize

[PYR1] Pyramid Insect Habitat [1250 x 870 x 200 mm]

The Pyramid Insect Hotel is one of our most sought after 
and visually stunning habitats. Designed and hand-built in 
the UK from FSC-certified timber for the study of minibeasts 
in schools. The Pyramid features multiple different types of 
habitat to attract different insects.

[EDTRI] Crittacabin [1100 x 1200 x 515 mm]

Our Crittacabin provides an impressive multi species habitat 
for pollinators, beneficial insects, mini mammals and 
hedgehogs. Designed to support the teaching of minibeasts 
on the Key Stage 1 curriculum, this habitat is a valuable 
addition to any school wildlife garden. 

[STUDYSEAT] Minibeast Study Seat/Garden [475 x 985 x 550 mm]

Our studyseat/garden is an interactive minibeast central destination, is 
constructed using solid FSC-certified timber from sustainable sources, has 
4 removable legs and a recycled (second life) plastic base to prevent rot. 
The central study area has a removable sliding Plexiglas viewing window.

Designed for use in schools and made to the highest specifications at our workshops in Tetbury;  

our education range includes a choice of  insect hotels, all supplied with solitary bee lesson plan.   

All products are made to order using naturally durable  FSC-certified timbers.

10 
year 
old
boy

[ 138cm ]

[GIGFP] Giant Insect Biome [1500 x 900 x 200 mm]

Based upon our best-selling Bee & Bug Biome, this 1.5m 

tall super-size version features an interactive top chamber 

which opens to reveal Perspex bee nesting tubes.  The 

logs and canes provide habitats for solitary bees and other 

beneficial insects, such as ladybirds.  The bottom chamber 

filled with pine cones is ideal for lacewings, woodlice and 

other litter critters.

[GIH9] Minibeast HQ [945 x 930 x 400 mm]

This Minibeast HQ is an interactive minibeast central 
destination. Some rooms come ready furnished to suit 
solitary bees or invertebrates such as ladybirds, lacewings, 
spiders, woodlice. Also includes a mini mammal house, 
which provides a cool dark refuge for shrews, field mice.

[GFBEE] Giant Friendly Bee House [1385 x 1420 x 200 mm]

Based upon our best selling Solitary Bee Nester, this large 

scale statement piece features 20 fully functioning removable 

habitats for bees and other beneficial insects, such as ladybirds 

and lacewings. It has a bird’s nest box at the top with bee 

nesters in the section below. Supplied painted or plain wood. 

Wildlife World Super-Size Hotels are unique statement pieces ideal for retail environments, leisure parks or for any 

business wishing to promote solitary bees as essential pollinators for plants and our food chain.  Made to order at our 

workshops in Tetbury, these super-size hotels can be customized with corporate colours and logos.
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Cotswold Granaries is the Wild Animal 
Food division of Wildlife World based in the 

Cotswolds. We have spent years sourcing 
the highest quality natural and nutritious 

wild animal food, packaging it in the most 
sustainable materials possible.

AWARD WINNING
WILDLIFE FOOD 
RANGE

Cotswold  
         Granaries
Cotswold  
         Granaries

[NOMESS/M] Premium ‘No Mess’ 
Bird Food in resealable and 
compostable packaging

‘No Mess’ Mix is a high-quality feed that 
contains natural ingredients such as 
naked oats, sunflower hearts, kibbled 
maize and canary seeds. A specially 
formulated mix to ensure it has no left-
over husks or inedible waste products. 
Nothing eats these waste products, so 
they are often left to decompose in your 
garden or bird tables. This particular no-
mess mix is easy to eat by birds as they 
don’t have to get through pesky husks!

[NOWHEAT/M] Premium ‘No 
Wheat’ Bird Food in resealable and  
compostable packaging

Cotswold Granaries ‘No Wheat’ bird food 
uses only natural ingredients. Carefully 
selected to provide a nutritionally dense 
and energy-rich feed. No Wheat Mix is 
a high-quality feed that contains natural 
ingredients such as naked oats, sunflower 
seeds and hearts. Above all, the mix has 
no wheat and no artificial colours or 
added sugar. So, this bespoke mix with 
beneficial nutrients helps attract a range 
of birds to the garden. Approved by Birds!

[HEARTS/M] Premium Sunflower 
Hearts Bird Food in resealable and 
compostable packaging

Keep it simple, our 100% sunflower hearts are 
packed with healthy oils and protein and have 
a high energy content (high calories), which 
makes them great for birds in all weathers and 
life stages. The mix has no wheat, no artificial 
colours or added sugar, no other ingredients at 
all. Just premium sunflower hearts with all the 
beneficial nutrients to help attract many birds 
to the garden. Sunflower hearts are generous 
for birds to overwinter as they benefit from the 
extra energy and fat to help keep them warm.

[DUCK/M] Premium Duck & Swan 
Food in resealable and   
compostable packaging

This Floating Duck & Swan Food is a high-
quality feed that contains natural ingredients 
such as peas, rice, fish meal, soya oil and 
linseed. Most importantly, the mix has 
added vitamins A, D3 and E. But contains 
no added sugar or artificial flavours and 
colours. So, this bespoke floating mix with 
beneficial nutrients helps keep ducks, swans 
and waterfowl healthy. If you, like us, have a 
strong sense of environmental responsibility, 
then this is the bird food for you!

[HOG/M] Premium Hedgehog Food 
in resealable and compostable 
packaging

This Hedgehog Food is a low odour dry kibble. 
It contains natural ingredients such as poultry 
meat, whole maize, rice, yeast and whole 
linseed. Most importantly, the mix has a high 
meat content. But it contains no added sugar 
or artificial flavours and colours. In short, this 
bespoke mix offers beneficial nutrients to 
attract hedgehogs to the garden and keep them 
healthy.The crunchy texture of the kibbles helps 
maintain healthy teeth and gums. Suitable for 
both adult hedgehogs and weaned hoglets. 

[SQL/M] Premium Squirrel Food 
in resealable and compostable 
packaging

Designed as a complementary feed 
suitable for use on squirrel feeding 
platforms or in a squirrel feeder. As the 
bulk of this mix is a good variety of 
nutrient-dense nuts, the fat and protein 
content is high, offering a comprehensive 
all-around diet. Perfect for supplementing 
a squirrel’s food intake over winter when 
natural food sources are sparse. The mix 
contains peanuts, sunflower seeds, locust 
beans, hazels and walnuts in shells. 
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Say goodbye to plastic with our Fair 

Trade, FSC certified, sustainable 

and 100% natural rubber ‘Plastic 

Free Gardening’ range. 

NATURAL 
RUBBER

SEED TRAYS

Plastic Free  
         Gardening
Plastic Free  
         GardeningRUBBERISED
COIR POTS 

[PFCOIR8] Rubberised Coir Seedling Pots - Round 
[8cm Round 5 pack - 10 in Outer]

5-pack of 8cm coir pots are made from natural coir fibre and 
combined with natural rubber latex to keep their shape. Coir 
pots are the ideal container to keep your plants  
happy and healthy. Coir fibre allows roots to  
penetrate through the pot to continue to develop.

[PFCOIR8SQ] Rubberised Coir Seedling Pots - Square 
[8cm Square 5 pack - 10 in Outer]

5-pack of 8cm coir pots are made from natural coir fibre  
and combined with natural rubber latex to keep their 
  shape. Coir pots are the ideal container to keep your plants    
         happy and healthy. Coir fibre allows roots to penetrate  
            through the pot to continue to develop.

The Plastic Free Gardening pots are made from natural, certified organic coconut fibre and combined 

with a Fair Rubber Association Fairly Traded natural rubber to keep their shape. Coir pots are the ideal 

container to keep plants happy and healthy. Coir fibre allows roots to penetrate through the pot to 

continue to develop, reducing the risk of transplanting shock.

[PFCOIR5] Rubberised Coir Seedling 

Pots [5cm Round 10 pack - 10 in Outer]

10-pack of 5cm coir pots are made 

from natural, certified organic coir 

fibre and combined with a Fair Rubber 

Association natural rubber latex to keep 

their shape. 

[PFCOIR6] Rubberised Coir Seedling 

Pots [6cm Round 10 pack - 10 in Outer]

10-pack of 6cm coir pots are made 

from natural, certified organic coir 

fibre and combined with a Fair Rubber 

Association natural rubber latex to keep 

their shape. 

[PFCOIR12] Rubberised Coir Tray 
12 Cell [Single Tray - 55 x 320 x 115 mm]

Tray of 12 square coir pots is made from 

natural coir fibre and combined with 

natural rubber latex to keep their shape. 

Coir pots are the ideal container to keep 

your plants happy and healthy. 

Say  
Goodbye to 

Plastic!
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[PFSEED30] 30 Cell Natural Rubber Seed Tray  
[290 x 220 x 45 mm]

This innovative and unique reusable 30 cell seed tray is 
made from Fairly Traded FSC-certified nature rubber.  
Unlike cheap plastic seed trays that often crack or break 
after one or two uses, the Plastic Free Gardening  
seed tray is robust, flexible and long-lasting. 

[PFSEED20] 20 Cell Natural Rubber Seed Tray  
[320 x 250 x 50 mm]

This unique and reusable 20 cell seed tray is made from 
Fairly Traded FSC-certified nature rubber. The seed tray has 
      been designed to be easy to cut in half, using the 
           groove down the middle for easy separation   
              to fit onto a window sill or share.

[PFSEED6] 6 Cell XL Natural Rubber Seed Tray  
[235 x 155 x 65 mm]

This clever and unique reusable six extra-large cell seed tray 
is made from Fairly Traded FSC-certified nature rubber and 
designed for larger seeds such as beans or squashes.  
The seed tray is robust, flexible and long-lasting and will  
not crack or break. 

[PFSEED8] 8 Cell Natural Rubber Rootcoach™  
[200 x 90 x 120 mm]

Made from Fairly Traded FSC-certified natural rubber, this 

robust, interlocking RootCoach ™ is designed for repeated 

use. Once ready for planting out, the RootCoach™  

opens up completely. Gardeners will appreciate being able to 

remove long-rooted seedlings easily.

Our award-winning natural rubber seed trays provide the solution to the savvy gardener looking for a more sustainable, 

environmentally friendly alternative to a plastic seed tray which can crack and not last the season. Made from Fairly 

Traded FSC certified natural rubber, the supple nature of the rubber also makes for removing of seedlings much easier 

and gentle to fragile roots too.

Say  
Goodbye to 

Plastic!
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We are thrilled to introduce 
these stunning Hanging 
Planters to our Fair Trade 

Artisan range this year.  
Every planter is handcrafted 

and unique, making a 
statement in the home or 

outside for the garden

Introducing this beautiful range of 
informative wildlife guides and leaflets 

containing fascinating facts about Birds, 
Butterflies, Bees, Bugs and Insects, 
Wildflowers, Wildfowl, Hedgehogs, 

Amphibians and many more. All beautifully 
illustrated with hand-painted images  

or amazing photography

PRODUCT
RANGES

Artisan Hanging
Planters DECORATIVE 

PLANTERS FOR 
THE HOME

Wildlife
Guides
Wildlife
Guides

[FG1] Field Guide - 
Birds

[FG2] Field Guide - 
Tree Name Trail

[FG3] Field Guide - 
Butterflies Of Britain

[SPG5] Species Guide 
to UK Butterflies

[SPG4] Species Guide
to UK Bats

[SPG3] Species Guide 
to UK Garden Birds

[WWH] Field Guide - 
Guide To Hedgehogs 

[SPG2] Species Guide 
to UK Bumblebees 

[SPG1] Species Guide
to UK Pollinating Bees

[FG4] Field Guide - 
British Land Mammals

[FG5] Field Guide - 
Caterpillars (British 
Butterflies)

[FG6] Field Guide - 
British Bats

[FG7] Field Guide - 
Reptiles & Amphibians 
Of Britain/Ireland

[FG8] Field Guide - 
Wetland Birds

[FG9] Field Guide - 
The Woodlouse 
Name Trail

[FG11] Field Guide - 
British Mammal  
Tracks & Signs

[FG12] Field Guide - 
Bugs On Bushes

[FG13] Field Guide - 
Dragonflies &  
Damselflies

[FG14] Field Guide - 
Keeping Frog Tadpoles

[FG15] Field Guide - 
Grasshoppers 

[FG16] Field Guide - 
The Fungi Name Trail 

[FG17] Field Guide - 
Ladybirds 

[FG18] Field Guide - 
Day-Flying Moths Of 
Britain

[FG19] Field Guide - 
Bees Of Britain

[FG20] Field Guide - 
British Owls & Owl 
Pellets

[FG21] Field Guide - 
British Birds of Prey 

[WWSB] Field Guide -
Guide To Solitary Bees

[SBLP] Solitary Bee KS2 Lesson Plan

Step by step lesson plans running from 
January to the end of the Summer Term 
with essential resources to teach about 
the importance of all bees (bumblebees, 
honeybees and solitary bees) and their 
role as pollinators.

[ SKU: ARTBKTM ]       DIMENSIONS: (h) 150 x (d) 150 mm 

[ SKU: ARTCONEM ]       DIMENSIONS: (h) 330 x (d) 300 mm [ SKU: ARTCONES ]       DIMENSIONS: (h) 220 x (d) 160 mm 

[ SKU: ARTBKTS ]       DIMENSIONS: (h) 120 x (d) 120 mm 

Artisan Hanging Planters - Medium Cone Artisan Hanging Planters - Small Cone

Artisan Hanging Planters - Medium Basket Artisan Hanging Planters - Small Basket

Made in Bangladesh from Hogla grass and recycled saris these planters are available in small and 

medium in each of the cylinder and cone shapes. Fitted with a second-life plastic liner to plant 

directly into the basket.
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These beautifully crafted bespoke wooden display 
units and display trees have been handmade in our 
workshop using our CNC machine and laser cutter, 

from OSB board, with laser engraved details.
FREE-STANDING
DISPLAY UNITS

FLAT-PACKED
DISPLAY TREES

Bespoke Wooden 
         Point of Sale
Bespoke Wooden 
         Point of Sale

Our attractive and robust OSB Free Standing Display Units (FSDUs) effortlessly hold and 

display a tailored selection of Wildlife World products in your store. 

[FSDU_POLL] 

Bee and Insect Range [1855 x 600 x 454 mm]

A durable Wooden FSDU display containing a wide variety 
of Wildlife World bee and insect products

[FSDU_BIRD] 

Wild Bird Range [1855 x 600 x 454 mm]

A durable Wooden FSDU display containing a wide variety 
of Wildlife World garden bird products

[FSDU_MAMM] 

Hedgehog & Squirrel Range [1855 x 600 x 454 mm]

A durable Wooden FSDU display containing a wide variety 
of Wildlife World Hedgehog and Squirrel products

[CGDEAL1] 

Cotswold Granaries Food range [1855 x 600 x 454 mm]

A durable Wooden FSDU display containing a wide variety 
of Cotswold Granaries composable wildlife food pouches

Specifically built to display our hugely popular Fair Trade Artisan Nesters - our OSB trees, made in 

our workshop, display this product range beautifully. A variety of sizes available to suit your store.

[POS_SLIMTREE_OSB] Slimline Artisan Nester Tree

[1700 x 800 x 800 mm]

If space is limited this slimline display tree is perfect for your 

store. Made from OSB board, with wooden hanging dowels.

[POS_MINITREE_OSB_36] Small Artisan Nester Tree  

[800 x 700 x 700 mm]

Our small table-top display tree is perfect for a counter or part 

of another display. Made from OSB board.

[POS_ART_TREE_OSB_108] Large Artisan Nester  

Display Tree [1900 x 1000 x 1000 mm]

Large display tree, ideal for a central ‘walkaround’ location in 

store. Made from OSB board, with wooden hanging dowels.

[POS_HALFTREE_OSB_108] Large Artisan Nester  

Display - Half Tree [1900 x 1100 x 900 mm]

Large display half tree, ideal to position against a wall in store. 

Made from OSB board, with wooden hanging dowels.
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Our selection of ‘print your own’ 
and pre-printed Point of Sale 
collateral to help you sell our 

Wildlife World products in store.

EXTRA POS 
PRINTED
DUMP BINS

Additional 
         Point of Sale
Additional 
         Point of Sale

Our printed cardboard dump bins are eye-catching displays used in retail environments to showcase 

products. These bins provide a convenient way to promote and organize merchandise, attracting 

customers and boosting sales with their visually appealing design.

We understand that some Point of Sale collateral may not fit your store. So we have both pre-printed 

graphics available or A4 product Factsheets, which you can download, print yourself from our trade 

website and display as you see fit.

[DOMEDB] Dome Hedgehog House 
[1700 x 620 x 520 mm]

[SKWREATH] Dump Bin SK Wreath Nester
[1700 x 620 x 520 mm]

[SBH1DB] Dump Bin Solitary Bee Hive
[1700 x 620 x 520 mm]

[SKROBRNP] Dump Bin SK Brushwood Nester
[1700 x 620 x 520 mm]

[SF1DB] Dump Bin Squirrel Feeder
[1700 x 620 x 520 mm]

PFG Cardboard FSDU - Full colour 
[1855 x 600 x 454 mm]

A sturdy and attractive cardboard display 
unit that can hold the full range of Plastic 
Free Gardening products

[Not pictured] Also available in the range...
[CONBB2DB] Dump Bin - Coniston Bird Bath / [BARDB] Dump Bin - Bee Barrel
[SKCABINDB] Dump Bin - Simon King Cabin Bird Nester

Point of Sale - Graphic Boards [Various Sizes]

We have a variety of designs that are readily available to compliment and enhance our product ranges. Alternatively we can 
produce bespoke graphics in a range of sizes to suit your specific requirements.

Point of Sale  - Free A4 Printed Factsheets [Various]

Our new Print Your Own POS product fact sheets are concise documents that provide key information about a product, such 
as specifications, images, features, benefits, and usage instructions, helping consumers make informed purchasing decisions.
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Along with a wide range 
of educational and wildlife 
product videos and reviews 
we also offer a huge image 

library for every Wildlife 
World product.

INFORMATIVE 
VIDEO & EXPERT 
ADVICE
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Why not head on over to our                             channel to meet the 
team and discover more about our unique product designs...
http://www.youtube.com/user/WildlifeWorldUK

‘How to’ Guides 
...with Chantal
Video Title...
‘Get your garden hedgehog ready’

Expert advice from our 
Wildlife Ambassador 
...Simon King
Video Title...
‘Help your garden birds to roost’

Welcome to  our Workshops
Video Title...
‘Behind the scenes in the  

Wildlife World Workshop’

Watch

Watch

Watch
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Our trade website is the 
easiest way to order! 

Here is everything you 
need to know.

100’S OF 
PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE 
ONLINE

Media
Services
Media
Services

Trade
Website
Trade
Website

If you’re new to Wildlife World, our trade website is the easiest way to order - it’s available 24 hours a day and 
shows you everything you need to know. You can access our huge library of product images for your own store 
and website, along with full product descriptions and dimensions. Download the trade catalogue, price list and 
apply for a credit account and find out what deals we currently have on offer. We’ve also just added our new free 
online resources through the trade website including our Print Your Own POS product fact sheets.

Scan me to sign 
up for an online 
trade account to 
access and order 
from the Wildlife 

World trade 
website...

For Mobile...

For Desktop...

For Tablet...
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We’ve discounted our end-of-line 
wildlife products with our ‘When It’s 
Gone, It’s Gone’ deal. A lot of these 

products have a stock holding of 
less than 200, so we expect them to 

be gone soon!DELISTED PRODUCT RANGE

When It ’s Gone...
It ’s Gone!

When It ’s Gone...
It ’s Gone!

[CERBT] Ceramic Blue Tit Feeder [CF/TH2] Frogilo Frog + Toad Home [TPN2] Robin Teapot Nester

[BIRDBARN] Bird Barn Bird Feeder [OSF]  Outline Squirrel Feeder [CRNB] Camera Ready Nest Box

[SF3] Fluffy Tail Cafe Squirrel Feeder [DOME] Dome Hedgehog House [N8] Natural Log Robin Box

[AZBBN] Andaluz Bumblebee Nester [VGNOTG] Notgrove Bird Feeder [SKEP2] Artisan Natural Bee Skep

[ESBN3] Timeless Multi-Species 
Bird House

[BEBT2] Timeless Bempton Hanging 
Bird Table

[VGBOXW] Boxwell Ground Feeder 
& Drinker

[HH15] Hedgehog Retreat [DNUT] Doughnut Suet Ball Feeder [BMUGv1] Bee Mug

[NLOGBEE] Natural Log Bee Home [SKCABIN] Simon King Cabin Nester [BTIN]  Bee Nester

[FN1] Forest Bird Nestbox & Feeder [SF2] Craftsmen Squirrel Feeder [ICSCv2] Insect Study Centre

[CRLN] Carolina Bird Nest Box [MBB2] MiniBugs Bobby’s Bug Box [SKOPENRNP]  Open Nest Buddy

[SILHBTF] Yellow Silhouette Butterfly 
House

[CMBOX] Wooden Nestbox for  
Premium Camera

[SKWREATHN] Simon King Wreath  
Nester



Wildlife World is Europe’s leading  

designer and manufacturer of  

wildlife products 

Designed at our workshops near Tetbury, all products are tested at 

our farm and woodlands to ensure that they are fit for purpose  

for use by wildlife. 

Pioneers in promoting conservation awareness and education, we 

invest heavily in new product development to bring our customers 

unique and award winning products.

Quality of design and manufacture using naturally durable and 

sustainable materials is paramount in everything we make.

Wildlife World Ltd

Manor Farm Barn, Chavenage Nr Tetbury,  

Gloucestershire, GL8 8XW England

Tel: + 44 (0) 1666 505333 

Email: info@wildlifeworld.co.uk

www.wildlifeworldtrade.co.uk WildlifeWorldLtd wildlifeworlduk 


